BOWEN ISLAND SEA KAYAKING
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS!

ABOUT US

Bowen Island is a natural wonderland and known as a place for
rest and relaxation. Only a 20 minute ferry ride from Horseshoe
Bay outside of Vancouver BC, Bowen Island is an ideal day trip
to escape the big city or an easy staycation close to home.
Bowen Island Sea Kayaking has been sharing the wonders and
beauty of Howe Sound with its guests since 1996. This year we
are celebrating 25 years in business and we continue to live by
our motto "Naturally Good Times". We love showing visitors the
sites of Bowen Island and Howe Sound including local history
and marine ecology.

OUR SERVICES

Explore, learn and have fun with a full range of services for
kayakers and paddle boarders. All of our guides are certified and
we promise a 6:1 paddler to guide ratio on tours and lessons to
ensure you have a great time both on and off the water.

TOURS

Join us and spend a few hours exploring Bowen's shoreline or
experience a magical night under the full moon. For adventure
seekers, try a full-day or a multi-day getaway to the
neighbouring islands in Howe Sound. Our guides and quality
equipment are ready to get you there safely.

RENTALS

Paddlers explore at their own pace with daily rentals of single
kayaks, double kayaks and stand up paddle boards. Check out a
beach, look out for eagles, seals and whales, and enjoy the ride.

LESSONS

Gain the skills, knowledge and confidence needed to explore
independently. We'll get you ready for the season ahead.

BOWEN ISLAND SEA KAYAKING

TESTIMONIALS

"Brent and Matt lead a group of us on a sunset paddle. They were
super friendly, very knowledgeable, and safety conscious. We
saw tons of birds, harbour seals, sea lions and even a few
porpoises. Brent knows Howe Sound really well and
recommended a number of future trips around Bowen. Highly
recommended!"
- Mike Spendlove

"We had a great morning with Matt and Hayden on our shoreline
tour. The guides were super helpful and knowledgeable and we
had a great time seeing seals, birds and fish. Beautiful, fun and
highly recommended! We’ll be back 😃"
- Lynsey Jones

"My boyfriend and I had the best time on our sunset kayak tour!
Brent and Matt were awesome tour guides- they had good
communication beforehand, provided us with a clear tutorial, and
during the tour were fun and easy to talk to. Brent has a lot of
knowledge on the surrounding islands and nature in the area. The
weather really ended up in our favour and we got some great
photo memories. Would 100% recommend booking an adventure
with Bowen Island Sea Kayaking."
- Ashley Chloe
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